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SNAP-0N INDUSTRIAL BRANDS ADD FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS WORKING
IN TIGHT PLACES WITH WILLIAMS® FLEXTENSIONS
Kenosha, Wis., December 3, 2015 – Increasing productivity while improving safety are what
Williams® Flextensions are designed to do. Built for the technician who works extensively with
engine and heavy equipment manufacturing, assembly and repair, these drive extensions are
exactly what you need to get the job done right.
Featuring an integrated (non-removable) design of the drive extension and socket, Williams
Flextensions increase productivity by allowing reliable, continuous workflow without concern for
the socket disconnecting from the extension. This is a significant improvement upon the older
hand-tool type ball-retained sockets, which commonly became separated during use, resulting in
injuries and/or disrupted workflow.
Available in a wide variety of both SAE and Metric socket sizes and extension lengths, in both
1/2” and 3/8” square drives, most are available in “Tension” and “Non-Tension” models.
Features and benefits of the Williams Flextensions include:
•

Durable black oxide finish

•

Sockets feature SUPERTORQU® lobular openings for greater turning power without
deforming the fastener

•

TIG welded socket retention pin provides full rotation power to the socket

•

7/32” cross hole and bevel drive end for easy use

•

Up to 30 degree angle offset

•

Designed for hand and power tool use (impulse or direct drive); not for impact tool use

Other lengths and socket sizes are available by special order. For more information on Williams
Flextensions, call 800.466.7404, or visit http://www.snaponindustrialbrands.com/30/home.htm

About Snap-on Industrial
Snap-on Industrial is a division of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator,
manufacturer and marketer of tools, diagnostics, equipment, software and service solutions for
professional users. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics
software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle
dealerships and repair centers, as well as customers in industry, government, agriculture,
aviation and natural resources. Products and services are sold through the company’s
franchisee, company-direct, distribution and Web-based channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on is a
$3.3 billion, S&P 500 Company headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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